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Oko 28mm flat slide carburetor tuning

So the first thing to do is make sure you have a good fuel filter in place. Remove the bowl, push the legs, hold the float in place and remove the float and needle. Make sure the needle is clean and use a cotton wipes and rotate it in the needle seat to remove any debris this is normally
solved, but if you continue to get overflowing, the next problem is that the overflow pipe in the bowl has gotten bent when the bowl is removed. To avoid this problem follow the above instructions when removing the bowl if the tube has gotten bent, it may rub with float and keep it from
moving freely, thereby preventing it from sealing. Try adjusting the position of the tube so that the float moves freely. Place the bowl on the carburetor and gently shake it up and down. You should hear/feel the floating move. Now take a short piece of fuel pipe and hold the carburetor
upside down to blow up the pipe. No air should move through the pipes. If it does, the tube still holds it. The only other known problem with the overflow is if the bowl gaskiet is not properly in place. The gasket can be stretched if a carbohydrate cleanser is applied to it a few times. If this
happens, change the gasket, make sure it fits the groove for it. Please note: When adjusting the floating height, check to make sure that each float corresponds to each layer to ensure the appropriate floating height.
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